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11/15/2022, 11:21 AM Job Schedule Full time About Us We are Yas Holding, a diverse

business development and investment group based in Abu Dhabi.Our strategy is to

explore, create and realize new investment initiatives in both local and international markets,

creating value for both our shareholders and our customers.Yas Holding was established in

2006, and has since launched many investment initiatives which have been transformed into

successful, profitable operations in a range of diverse sectors.At YAS Holding, we are

looking for people with a commitment to developing themselves and the UAE. We employ

talented individuals with endless bright ideas and the resilience and determination to see

them turn into reality. Our employment force is composed of a wide variety of talents from all

over the world. We recruit professionals from different areas for YAS Holding and our

subsidiary companies.For more information, Please visit YAS Holding

websitehttps://www.yasholding.ae/ Your trusted Cloud and Digital Transformation partner. At

Digital Okta, we approach Cloud differently! It is our belief that technology should play a

secondary role to solving your business needs, and we have done it ourselves by transforming

our own mind-set and processes from legacy to modern software-driven environments.Unlike

our competition, we are deeply ingrained into the region’s technology fabric with local

expertise, experience and knowledge of the local cultural and business climate. Our offering

integrates a complete Cloud stack with infrastructure you need for computing and storage

(IaaS), a platform to create your business applications (PaaS) and Cloud Application Services

(SaaS) to run your applications by leveraging Cloud, Mobility, AI, IoET and Big Data to better
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transform businesses.We can help companies navigate through the regional regulatory

and compliance landscape with ease, and optimize your architecture with an affordable pay

as you go service. We work with your IT team to securely migrate your data by leveraging the

best technology from the biggest names in the industry, to make sure that your applications

are not just secure but highly available to your employees and customers. Our Cloud

Technology Portfolio combines the expertise of our people with the technology of some of

the biggest cloud providers in the world, to create a truly unique proposition for you and your

business.Cloud is a journey, not a destination, and Digital Okta is here to embark along

with you on this journey. Page Microsoft Technologies Consultant - YHL Careers Careers

loaded
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